Welcome to the Course!

Hello and welcome to ENGL 1102. My name is Dr. LaFace, and I am your instructor.

This course is designed to provide you with the best online learning experience possible. Students will learn to use the State of Georgia online management systems--GaVIEW. Students cannot enter class (GV) until classes begin.

At this time if you have not completed the Getting Started checklist at Student GaVIEW Resources, please do so, and don't forget during the semester you can learn a lot from the GeorgiaVIEW@BC resources page.

To help you get started, I have provided the following tips.

1. Read the Syllabus and take the Syllabus quiz in GV. Prior to beginning any course work it is important that you read your syllabus carefully. A syllabus is a valuable tool containing relevant due dates, expectations, grading break down, required materials, exam information, etc. Also, print a paper copy of the syllabus and refer to this information for assignments.


3. Review Your GV learning modules. Read the GV Start Here Introduction Message and complete your first assignments. Post an Introduction message on the GV Discussion board for other students to respond to. The Discussion board is accessible by clicking on the Discussions Icon on the Course Menu Bar. Once you have reviewed the syllabus, access the course Content and note the important weekly due dates.

4. Start Your Weekly Lessons in GV. The weekly lesson modules in GV give you the map for navigating through the course and uploading final assignments each week for a grade. Always refer to the GV Overviews that contain a brief introduction to the lesson, lesson goals and objectives, and task organizer to help you plan your study time.

5. Need Help? Follow online instructions in GaVIEW Get-Started and check the BSC Homepage or link to http://fsweb.bainbridge.edu/gaview/students/onlinegovorientation.html for further information.

I wish you great success in the course!